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commandeer a bunnyraptor.

DEFUSE
via laser pointer.enjoy a sip of a frothy cappuccinope.
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End your turn without 
drawing a card.
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secretly put an exploding kitten 

back into the draw pile.Stop the action of another Player. 

play at any time.
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2 player zombie kittens

THE RULES
players: 2

NOTE: You can’t use a Favor or Pair of cards to steal from Carl, but you can play 
Attack Cards to force Carl to take multiple turns.

Carl takes a turn like any other player.

All cards that Carl draws or puts back into the Draw Pile are placed on the bottom of the Draw Pile.

Carl resurrects any Dead player when he plays a Zombie Kitten and must be resurrected if he’s 
Dead and you play a Zombie Kitten.

To summarize:

To take full advantage of your new “Rise from the Dead” superpower in Zombie Kittens, 
you need at least 3 players so that, when you die, there are still some players battling for 
you to return to. BUT DON’T WORRY! WE GOT YOU!

Introducing: Carl, the Undead Kitty. Carl is your ghostly third player, and makes it possible 
for 2 players to play Zombie Kittens.

To play, set up the game as shown here, with Carl (the game box) seated between 
the 2 human players. Place only a Zombie Kitten (without a Paw Print) face up in front 
of him — don’t deal Carl a full hand of cards.

Set up the rest of the game as normal for a 2 player 
game, using only the cards with a Paw Print symbol. 
The rules for the two human players don’t change, 
but Carl plays differently. 

He’ll take his turn just like you, but when it’s his turn, he flips the top card of the Draw Pile face 
up so that everyone can see it. Then:
• If the card isn’t an Exploding Kitten, he puts that card back on the bottom of the Draw Pile, 

face down.
• If the card is an Exploding Kitten, he uses his Zombie Kitten Card to come back to life 

and resurrect a Dead player (if there is one). The Exploding Kitten that Carl places  
back into the Draw Pile after playing his Zombie Kitten goes on the bottom of the Draw Pile.

If Carl doesn’t have a Zombie Kitten Card anymore and he draws an Exploding Kitten,  
then he is Dead, and keeps the Exploding Kitten in front of him.

If Carl is Dead, you must bring him back to life when you play a Zombie Kitten. 

If both players die and Carl is the only player left, then Carl wins the game. Yay Carl!
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